PIT STOP BETTING (“PSB”) PEER-TO-PEER PLAY POLICY
At PSB we like when our players have fun. A lot of players are experts in their own right
and have great fun in challenging their friends. So, we created a secure app for it, avoiding
any debate between players on results and payments! Focus is on the fun!
You, in your capacity as a registered player of PSB have the option of inviting a friend or
friends to play against your predictions in relation to any of the motor racing events offered
by Pit Stop Betting. Please note these plays are not against odds, spread or PSB but between
you and your friends.
THE WAY IT WORKS
You choose a play, and amount and invite a friend, for example: Ferrari to win the race for
£12. Your friend can then accept your play with opposite statement, for example, Ferrari will
NOT win the race for £12. Via our internal in app safe chat, you can then decide to
accept/reject or raise new game etc. User can change the play amount during the play,
however the opponent has to agree with the change. 10% from the sum of play amount is
PSB admin fee. In this case the winning will be £12 + £12 = £24 – 10% (£2,4 ) = £21,6.
If Ferrari wins your win will be £21,6 , if not than you friend will receive £21,6.
The Peer-to-Peer PSB offering has the advantage of allowing you to play with your friends
with no discussions over the payment or the outcome. It is fun irrespective of the odds. We
take care of the boring and embarrassing bit!
The Peer-to-Peer function can be accessed in the My Book section of Sites or App.
PSB will validate the play and its outcome as it would for a normal play.
PSB will also divert the funds played to the winner in a timely manner.
Win or lose, a 10% of the played amount fee is retained by PSB directly before payment of
the winnings.
Should all play fail, meaning neither parties to the play are successful in their prediction;
each players’ respective monies will be returned to them, minus PSB’s 10% admin fee.
All winnings can be accessed via the My Account section of the website or App.

PLEASE NOTE: As detailed in PSB’s Terms & Conditions, you acknowledge that in relation
to Peer-to-Peer play, you may be at a disadvantage in relation to other players as a result of
technical issues, such as slower network speeds or slower end user device performance.
We do not allow for user to use Peer-to-peer betting assisted by third party software. Players
are informed that the use of any such technology will automatically invalidate their wins and
will be treated as a loss, with all its consequences. Please note that we also have in our fraud
protection system a detection for long term logged in profiles that would allow to monitor
third party software usage.

